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Executive Summary
This deliverable summarises the conception work of the innovative seat work package; it sums up the plan on
how to design & develop super lightweight seats and define first single solutions that can be sustainable through
state of the art production methods. It intends to give response to user needs and train operator demands, who
wish to be able to reconfigure the interior layout just in time, generating higher density and lower cost solutions
that also add to passenger attraction and comfort. To do this more easily and just in time, to react to dynamic
needs and in response to changes in interior trends, this research and concept project aims at developing novel
suiting solutions. For all important information needed that are expected for the next twenty to thirty years,
megatrends, disruptions and relevant technology and user impulses for the super lightweight seats, the project
team researched and developed with the following focus points:
USER | MATERIAL & DESIGN | INDUSTRIES | CROSS INDUSTRIES | SUSTAINABILITY
As a result of this research, this deliverable presents the iterative revision process implemented until choosing a
design concept and then present these physical prototypes of ultra-light seats developed within the Mat4Rail
project. Additionally, it gathered some key findings detected, single solutions and opportunities inspired or
derived from other industries and more future fetched findings & developments of scientific institutions,
providing a full set of opportunities. Applied well and beyond demonstrator status, the results of this will lead to:
 60% possible weight reduction compared to the industry standard
 40% approx. cost cutting in production
 85% reduction of CO2 emissions during production
 Up to 2T of average weight reduction per train
 Up to 129 600 T less CO2 emissions per year when in full average use
It is a brief document to accompany the prototypes as such, that will be presented at the PIVOT, Mat4Rail,
th
Roll2Rail and Fair Stations Final Event, in Paris on the 17 of September.
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Iterative design development (NVGTR)

Need for the Deliverable
The train interiors sector is mainly based on technologies that are built upon the rail carriage construction
industry developed over the past decades. The elements are constructed on a combination of products based on
tried and tested industry solutions derived from traditional building techniques. These techniques have been
consolidated around solutions that deliver durable products that have met the complex and shifting international
regulations for transportation design over the past decades. The incremental innovation process of these
products developed via these strategies has resulted in products that, while serving the main needs of rail
manufacturers and operators, have not been challenged to be adopt for newer materials or production
techniques that place weight, flexibility, modularity and comfort as factors with an equal importance as durability
and regulations. The parallel industries of automotive and aircraft development have, through greater market
focus and private-sector competition, challenged producers of interior solutions (especially seating) to devise
serial production products that now far exceed the key performance criteria of products from the past decades.
The combined effects of low-volume production orders, low competition and high price sensitivity have kept all
types of train interior solutions at a limited level of innovation development. In Mat4Rail, three separate work
packages deal with different parts of a train’s interior. This deliverable describes the conducted research and
derives the opportunity areas for the innovative lightweight seat, therefore building the framework for future
innovative development The incremental innovation process of these products developed via these strategies
resulted in products that, while serving the needs of rail commuters, have not been challenged to be adopt for
newer applications and solution techniques that place weight, flexibility and comfort as factors with an equal
important to durability and regulation checking. The parallel industries of office furniture, automotive and
aircraft development have, through greater market focus and private-sector competition, challenged producers
of interior solutions (especially seating) to devise serial production products that now far exceed the key
performance criteria of products from decades’ past.

Objectives of the Deliverable
With the help of this deliverable, we will present the final innovative seats developed addressing the challenges
and shortcomings of current rolling stock in terms of modularity in use, to meet the changing passenger demand
during the 15-20 years of an in-service operating lifecycle of a train. The seats have been developed as part of an
overall work stream which tackled these challenges in three distinct sub-systems: Innovative plug & play
systems, innovative super lightweight seats and innovative driver’s desk/cabin. Regarding super lightweight
seating systems, Mat4Rail has developed an overarching design concept that reflects the latest state-of-the-art
production innovations to better meet consumer needs. Additionally, it considers operator requirements, that
demonstrate innovative solutions in a sustainable, flexible and visually new manner. A paradigm shift supported
by design that validates the key concept with visualisations and functional or volume mock ups. The combined
effects of low-volume production orders, low competition and high price sensitivity have kept all types of train
interior solutions at a limited level of innovation development. New structural and informal layout principles as
well as new ways of manufacturing and material application have made possible to provide a comprehensive new
interior design approach, in particular for seating systems in a dynamic, modular and adaptable way. The
objective of this deliverable is not just to show the developed innovative seats but to show how they have been
able to meet the objectives previously established in Work Package (WP6);




To develop a hyper flexible and intelligent new ultra-lightweight seat system (i.e. supporting structure and
fabric) that has no specific “drive” direction and can be arranged and fitted in a super dense as well as rapid
way. Using flexible 3D knitted textile materials that can react to various ergonomic states and offer
outstanding comfort for the reduced material construction.
To design a new solution based on application innovation, dynamic structure, plug & slide solutions and new
flexible materials.
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Outcomes
Development of seat “upholstery”: As identified in the research, seat upholstery creates various negative effects,
in contrast to the needs of train builders and operators. Upholstery generates:





60% of a seat production costs
25% of total weight
40% of CO2 emissions during production
80% of a chairs perception

The aim is to create alternative upholstery solutions by making use of new technologies such as technical knitting
or three-dimensional weaving to reduce the upholsteries’ multidimensional negative impacts without decreasing
passenger comfort. Applying the principle of circular economy to a train seat, it is necessary to cluster the seat
elements based on their longevity and materiality, enabling train operators to organise the resource cycles
accordingly. The results are a tangible, producible vision that will have an impact on:









reduction of upwards of 50 parts down to 7
from 33 KG to 14 KG total weight (for one cantilevered seat)
60% possible weight reduction compared to the industry standard
approx. 40% cost cutting in production
85% reduction of CO2 emissions during production
Up to 2T of average weight reduction per train
Up to 51,860 less cars
Up to 129,600 T less CO2 emissions per year being when in full average use
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1.1 Design concept solution
NVGTR, with the support of GRAMMER, has developed a variation of 2D- and 3D-models of the innovative seat
concept. Six different set ups have been conceived, concepted and illustrated. Different solutions of build-up
principles and seating layouts as well as structural seat up where created. All in the spirit of super lightweight. In a
following internal iterative step, these key principles of the chair design and material requirements have been
further developed, based on the detailed analysis and upon a further definition of the functionalities (functional
analysis, ergonomics). The structure layout was concept design detailed and a modular built-up in sketch form
helped to define the first solution drafts. For better evaluation with partners, example visualisation of the
concept in form of 2D sketches were conducted.

Figure 1: 2D- and 3D-models of the seat concept

Further cost and feasibility estimation where run by GRAMMER and an evaluation of the feasibility of the
concept (mechanical structure and fabric) has been run by the engineering team as well. Mid-term, an evaluation
of the various concepts by train producers among the S2R JU members was set up and successfully run.

Figure 2: Visualisations of the pressure and seating touchpoints

Pressure and seating touchpoints testing were developed by NVGTR for optimizing the 3D knitting structure.
Engineering verification round had initial engineering approval by GRAMMER (3D FEM analysis and testing); the
final report confirming key technical settings for the chosen final design concepts, leading into the design
concept freeze.
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1.2 Design concept approach
Various research activities have been carried out in order to define future specifications: Research on passengers’
requirements along their journey and touch points, identified needs and opportunities. Addressing the same
mechanisms regarding carrier and manufacturer. Beyond that and for further insights, interviews with service
providers/rail stock companies were conducted. A structural & ergonomic application survey was conducted,
including a first material & design hypothesis, including ergonomic requirements. Additionally, an analysis of
product lifecycle stages and the estimation of environmental impacts were calculated.
Identifying overall train system, industry installation and future consumer requirements: As an important
outcome, innovations from general textile fabrics and other seat sectors were analysed, detected and transferred
into future rail scenarios. Creating opportunities for technology transfers (e.g. for structural aspects, design,
fabrics) into rail seats and identifying apparent suitable innovations. As the outcome result of the research,
consumer based, operator relevant opportunity fields for innovations for lightweight design with increased
composite and new fabrics use, have been defined with new connection and installation systems for part
reduction.
This work package focuses on new seat principles, a seating concept with the highest possible flexibility and
ultra-light weight. The aim was to innovate and create a paradigm shift in the way seats are being used, aiming
for the best possible passenger comfort, simple build principles, low cost and outstanding user experience to
address upcoming transportation challenges. The idea and concept was developed as a small frame structure is
holding an intelligent woven inlay structure, that generated all the ergonomic and comfort need. The lightweight
frame system is cantilever suspended or floor based fixed in a single or double seat form. For this new seat
arrangement, the following was also considered and created in various iterations:






ergonomics
passenger security
passenger flow
active fitting
product life cycle

The seat system has no seating direction and can be flipped either way. The seating can also be slid along a rail
scheme so that density optimisation can be arranged by the operator in very short time. We have addressed new
industry innovation benchmarks regarding technology, lightweight, production process, ergonomics, cost and
design. In Mat4Rail, the ultralight weight was so far validated by design, material & technical studies within the
first two project phases. It can be said that with this concept, the aimed goal for a high-density, comfortable,
ergonomic, modular seating system was achieved. The validation by design, ergonomic & technical studies was
conducted within the final two phases. Also, in order to stay competitive and be an attractive future solution, the
concept was cost validated by value engineering, material & design solution studies. Sustainable development
was validated by eco design & lifecycle studies as well. With this future dynamic set up, the super lightweight
seat system can reflect and adapt to the needs from comfort to high density scenarios in a rapid and super
flexible way.
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This dictated the following options for a general set up:






Cantilevered single and double seats
Floor mounted single or double seats
Organised in a wall mounted/floor mounted as option rail scheme
Flexible in seating direction
Intelligent woven suspension structure for comfort & ergonomics

For all important information needed, expectations for the next twenty to thirty years, megatrends, disruptions
and relevant technology and user impulses for the super lightweight seats, have been processed within the
concept development. Immediately derived from the research as a source of inspiration, some key findings were
detected, single solutions and opportunities inspired or derived from other industries and more future fetched
findings & developments of scientific institutions that provided a full set of opportunities. The following focus
points have been used for evaluation:
USER | MATERIAL & DESIGN | INDUSTRIES | CROSS INDUSTRIES | SUSTAINABILITY
The desire for privacy, flexibility, and comfort are the most important to name, but a few.
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1.3 Chosen Design Concept
For the design development and preparation of the virtual and system layout, a virtual prototype was prepared as
the starting point for the mock-up production and carried over all previous insights and key findings from the
previous process phases, based on the following indications:



Engineering evaluation models showing projected components, sizes and limitations.
Developing the design further, on how the model fits with requirements also investigating in
intellectual property opportunities and a first round of supplier selection for the later prototype
phase, including estimated material requirements,
 Creating design details of the light weight concepts, which included visual, ergonomic,
structural, technical and kinetic details.
3D CAD models that have been deployed are showing projected shapes, sizes and limitations. A feedback on how
the engineering concept fit with the requirements was approved via a final presentation to S2R JU members;
evaluation of concepts by train producers, that led into a final supplier selection for prototype phase and a Design
Detail freeze and first Engineering Freeze.

Figure 3: 3D renderings of the seats
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Beauty shoot

Figure 4: Images of the developed prototype
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Physical Prototype (GRAMMER)

Finally, the super lightweight seating concept system was deployed with various partially operational physical
mock-ups, based on the virtual prototype. A first technical blueprint, based on the D&E freeze and was created
with design & visual purposes (including the fabric & ergonomic patterns). A final evaluation of features in
relation to comfort, ease of use and duration; the 3D model was optimized for testing in lab conditions. During
Lab Testing, analysing and testing of the model (structure and fabric) was conducted for final mock-up check and
testing. A functional and visual design prototype was developed as the final result. An application process for
possible identified intellectual property opportunities were started and finished in parallel.

2.1 Design Concept Testing
Overview
•

Static tests in the ErgoInnovationLab Haselmühl, Week 17/2019

•

Expert survey with 5 test subjects

•

2SLS Seats: Prototypes red and grey

Experimental Content
•

Assessment of seat height

•

Showroom and short term seat discomfort

•

Rating of the backrest angle and comfort

•

Assessment of the possible comfortable seating time

•

Pilot pressure distribution analysis

•

Assessment of use cases

•

Visibility of the swiveling feature

•

Rating of overall comfort

Content of the Pilot Study
•

Usability swivel function, assessment of seat height

•

Discomfort

•

Showroom discomfort (immediately at the beginning of the assessment)

•

Short term discomfort (after 10 minutes)

1
2
3
4
5
6

No Discomfort
Barely noticeable Discomfort
Slight noticeable Discomfort
Noticeable Discomfort
High Discomfort
Extreme Discomfort

Figure 5: Information
assessed during
testing

Comfort
•

Assessment of the possible comfortable seating time

•

Seatback angle, possible use cases

•

Pressure distribution with and without foot base
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Goals of the Pilot Study
•

Initial assessment comparing discomfort and comfort between the two seats

•

Ergonomic recommendations

Figure 6: Developed prototypes in use

Results

Figure 7: Results from the testing
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Figure 8: Feedback on testing of both seats

Figure 9: Exemplary pressure distribution of subjects
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Figure 10: Grey tilted backrest

Backrest Tilt
• Red Seat: Initial setting 64°
• Grey Seat: Initial setting 60°
• The backrest tilt was rated as adequate by 4 subjects
• For one subjects the preferences were as follows:
• Red Seat 68°
• Grey Seat 64°
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Figure 11: Rating of backrest comfort

Figure 12: Overall rating of seats
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Figure 13: Assessment of comfortable seating time and posture
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Figure 14: Optimisation suggestions

3

Final Presentation (GRAMMER/ NVGTR )

The functional prototypes with three seating variants /heights will be on presentation and physical testing on the
PIVOT, Mat4Rail, Run2Rail and Fair Stations joint final event that will take place on the 17th of September 2019
in Paris.
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